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The Armenian and Jewish Holocausts have popularly been regarded as
two distinct and unrelated dark episodes of recent history. This appearance weakens with careful and insightful study. May it be here suggested,
perhaps for the first time, that they are not only inextricably connected
but are indeed two phases of one lengthy operation which spanned close
to fifty years, guided by a group of cunning, patient and most powerful
planners.
The twentieth century has been called the century of oil. Our Age is
referred to that of Hydrocarbon Man. Yet this phenomena is barely one
hundred years old. It was a hundred years ago that our planet was actually
shifting energy sources from coal to oil. In fact it all began in Northwestern Pennsylvania, in a remote little place called Titusville to be exact,
where oil was first extracted via drilling yielding the first oil well. The
American oil business itself was to be mastered and monopolized by
John D. Rockefeller's Standard Oil Company who was to supply the
entire world's oil needs from the wells of Pennsylvania.
It is here necessary to point out one of the most important aspects of the
oil business. Due to the extremely flammable nature of oil it's extraction,
refining, and transport must be done under supremely stable conditions,
in others words, in an environment of peace and tranquility. Rockefeller
was able to become the "richest man in the world" by virtue of an early
oil empire nestled in peaceful Pennsylvania. Standard Oil's first bout with
serious worldwide competition would come from a region halfway
around the world whose stability was far from that of Pennsylvania.
An important phenomena and backdrop to understanding foundation of
the twin holocausts is to realize that the major oil region of the earth lies
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within the territory populated by Moslems. Of significant importance are
the facts that within the Koran are passages, which teach intolerance
towards "infidels" who don't embrace Islam. These passages are responsible for producing many violent and bloody episodes throughout history.
In the 1880's, the French branch of the Rothschild family acquired
interests in Russia's Baku oil fields in an effort to supply their refinery on
the Adriatic with cheap Russian oil. In exchange for these interests they
built a railroad linking Baku to the newly acquired Black Sea port of
Batum. This opened up the Baku oil, a major world supply, to the world.
It had previously been geographically locked in by the mountains of the
Caucasus.[The Swedish Nobel family had been supplying internal Russia
with the Baku oil by way of rivers as well as via the Caspian Sea]. With
the success of the new railroad, the Rothschilds had more oil than they
could actually sell. Overcoming their fear of competing with the giant
Standard oil, they sought out the huge markets east of Suez.
At the recommendation of their shipping broker, they sought out a man
to help them penetrate these markets. His name was Marcus Samuel.
Samuel had many contacts throughout the Far East. When the Rothschilds proposed to sell their oil to Samuel, understanding the magnitude
of the opportunity, and understanding the competition with a foe like
Standard oil, he set about tackling the logistics of successfully competing
with the giant company. Samuel understood that he needed to sell his oil
at a cheaper price. In his efforts to do this he reduced transportation costs
by designing bulk tankers which were safe enough to pass through the
Suez Canal. Standard 's costs would be much higher as they transported
their oil around the tip of Africa in clipper ships that were loaded with
pre-filled cans.
Marcus Samuel's new and improved bulk tankers would shave 4,000
miles off the trip to the Far East by utilizing the Suez Canal. Previous oil
tanker designs failed to meet the stringent safety requirements imposed
by the Suez Canal Company.
In 1892, Samuel's coup would unleash forces that would shape the
history of mankind. His first oil tanker picked up it's load of Baku oil
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from the Rothschild's Batum refinery and sailed through the Dardenelles
and on through the Suez canal to the far east where the Shell oil company
became, overnight the predominant supplier of Kerosene replacing
Standard oil. The great Standard world monopoly had been busted.
The Shell oil company relationship went on to thrive even after Samuel's
nine-year contract with the Rothschilds as it would pick up a partner with
addition of the Royal Dutch Petroleum Company which was making its
fortune drilling for oil in Sumatra. The new company, British Dutch
Petroleum, would soon be joined by the Rothschilds forming the Asiatic
Petroleum Company, later calling itself the Royal Dutch/Shell Group
which would eventually join Standard Oil and the Nobels in a worldwide
oil cartel.
The decision by the shrewd French Rothschild branch to diversify into
other areas of oil exploitation was, presumably, a calculated one. Three
years after they joined Royal Dutch, production at Baku would come to
an abrupt halt in 1905. Although shaken by political activity, the principal disruption was due to the violence of the ethnic conflict between the
region's Moslems and the minority population of Armenians who are
Christians. This ethnic conflict caused the first interruption of oil distribution to the world market. Standard oil was quick to supplant the needs
of the effected markets as its source was operating under the blanket of
peace and would flow until dried.
The Royal/Dutch/Shell Group (and the Nobels) watched their Baku
investments go up in flames. Ethnic conflict was at the root of the matter.
It could be safely assumed that they were taking measures to eliminate
the possibility of that happening in the future. Their oil empire could not
survive operating under those conditions. It was plain and simple. In fact,
Standard had to be taking notes as well; they couldn't afford to ignore the
lessons of Baku.
Considering this brief history at the dawn of the new Oil Age, a question
presents itself to the inquisitive and demanding student. To an all-powerful banking family like the Rothschilds, whose vast wealth bankrolled
many a war, causing millions of fatalities... was the removal of a small
minority like the Armenians a fair price to pay for the peace in a region
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so crucial to the development and investment of the Far East, which
contained countless millions, later billions of consumers? Squeamish the
Rothschilds were not, their line of work requires pragmatism to rule their
day.
It would be fair to say that the genocide of a group of a million or so, to
serve the benefit of a billion or so, is less of a question of should it be
done, than how it could be done. So as not to reveal any plausible motive
which could link the actual planners to the genocide, the scheme involved
a proxy party, which was manipulated through layers of influence,
providing sufficient cover for the planners.
The mere elimination of the Armenian population of Baku would not
solve the problem of ethnic conflict in that region. The surrounding areas
would provide reservoir effect in resupplying the conflicting minority
element. [It is here interesting to note that there is no malice on the part
of big business in their decision to erase a population. It is simply easier
to erase a million than tens or hundreds of millions of the surrounding
Moslem population]
Of course, history tells us that it was the Turks, and not big business that
committed the Armenian atrocities. However, if one looks closely, one
would find that the Turks owed more than one favor to the French
government which aided Turkey in it's recent past. It was Napoleon III
who fought for Turkey's entrance into the concert of Europe. France took
the lead in Turkey's economic development with French securities and
investment exceeding that of any other nation.
French leaders come and go. However a constant behind France's economic power was the French branch of the Rothschild family. Napoleon
III was a Rothschild man. Specifically, Baron James de Rothschild's
man. Baron James was, financially and hence politically, the most powerful figure in France, indeed on earth during his time. Napoleon's efforts
on behalf of Turkey were Rothschilds' efforts. The question arises. Was
the Armenian genocide an obligation demanded by Turkey's creditor?
The Armenian massacres of 1894 and 1896 occurred merely two years
after Baku oil first began to flow through the Suez Canal to the Far
Eastern markets. Armenians were living within the Ottoman Empire for
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hundreds of years, how incredible fortuitous for the oilmen that ethnic
hatred would heat up to such a pitch as to consume their population! The
Armenian genocide, during World War I, brought stability to the Baku
oil region. A further accomplishment of World War I was the successful
demise of the Ottoman Empire. The oil fields of Mesopotamia were to be
brought under British "protection". World War I was in essence, Phase I.
With its successful completion, World War II or Phase II of the genocidal
ambitions of international oil companies would be put into effect- securing the Suez Canal region by eliminating mass immigration of European
Jews into Palestine.
Of the French Rothschilds, it was James' youngest son Edmond who was
considered the family's oil expert. One could begin to imagine Edmond's
lack of enthusiasm when confronted with Theodor Hertzl's ambitious
ideas about financing massive Jewish immigration into Palestine during
their meeting in 1896. Hertzl sought Rothschild's help in financing this
massive immigration. Although Rothschild was by far the single most
important source of funding for the Jewish settlements in Palestine, his
intentions were primarily for investment purposes. It was slow steady
growth that he looked forward to. Not the mass immigration of millions
of "beggars" into an area as crucial to his oil business as the Suez Canal
region. Certainly as volatile as Baku, Palestine and the surrounding
Moslem areas were susceptible to the same problems of ethnic disruption. An Arab reaction to an influx of "infidel" Jews, carrying with them
the disease of western culture would spell disaster for the region's peace.
Hertzl, obviously unaware of the political environment of the area, even
approached the Turkish sultan for assistance, and of course was turned
away.
Theodor Hertzl, in his, naive and unsuccessful initial drive to secure a
homeland for the Jews of the world, decided to take his case away from
the bigshots and put it to the people. It was amongst them that he began
to receive support for his ideas, and in turn making some very powerful
people very nervous, stirring forces that would come to consume the
Jews of Europe whom, ironically, he was trying to protect.
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World War I ended in 1918. In 1919, a young agent of German Army
intelligence, Adolf Hitler, would be sent to infiltrate a little known
political party. Phase two would begin.

THE GERMAN HOLOCAUST
The Holocaust was the result of massive covert planning. It was designed
to achieve a variety of aims. One central and hidden aim was to eliminate
the threat of uncontrolled massive Jewish immigration into Palestine. It
was only through careful, discriminating immigration that the fledgling
Jewish colony could ever hope to survive the fragile process of colonization. It was imperative to prevent the onslaught of penniless, unskilled
masses of human material. The majority of which were perceived to be
incapable and/or unwilling to tackle the hard physical labor needed to
make the desert bloom.
Who engineered the Holocaust and why did the world need a Jewish
presence in the Middle East?
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THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH
CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE
"For out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the
Word of the Lord from Jerusalem"
(Isaiah 2:3).”

